Abstract Diversity is prevalent in modern software systems to facilitate adapting the software to customer requirements or the execution environment. Diversity has an impact on all phases of the software development process. Appropriate means and organizational structures are required to deal with the additional complexity introduced by software variability. This introductory article to the special section "Software Diversity-Modeling, Analysis and Evolution" provides an overview of the current state of the art in diverse systems development and discusses challenges and potential solutions. The article covers requirements analysis, design, implementation, verification and validation, maintenance and evolution as well as organizational aspects. It also provides an overview of the articles which are part of this special section and addresses particular issues of diverse systems development.
INTRODUCTION

Introduction
In today's software systems, typically different system variants are developed simultaneously to address a wide range of application contexts or customer requirements. This variation is referred to as software diversity. Diversity impacts all phases of software development which leads to an increase of complexity, because variability has to be anticipated and managed in requirements analysis, design, implementation, and validation. Furthermore, it has to be considered during maintenance and evolution and requires appropriate organizational structures for its development.
In the early phases of software development, the diversity of a system to be developed has to be planned ahead starting from variable user requirements for a family of A. Pathaksystems. These requirements have to be adequately represented to facilitate tracing them in subsequent development steps. Suitable modeling and specification techniques are required to specify system diversity during system design. These specification techniques can be (i) syntax-oriented, describing the admissible variability space with explicit linguistic constructs and defining it bottom-up from concretely specified building blocks, or (ii) semantics-oriented, specifying the variability space top-down by starting from a library of available components and restricting the admissible compositions by successively adding behavioral constraints. A particular concern is the representation of variability in the software architecture since architectural design is the essential means for structuring software systems, decomposing functionalities, and enabling distributed development. During the implementation phase, programming language constructs are necessary which support the realization of diverse systems and enable reusing common code fragments for different system variants.
Diversity increases system complexity and leads to a greater risk for system failures. Efficient validation and verification methods are, thus, essential to guarantee qualities of diverse systems, such as security, consistency, correctness or performance. Like all modern software systems, diverse systems have to be adapted to address changing requirements over time. Hence, approaches supporting the evolution of diverse systems are required that allow evolving a set of diverse systems to new system versions meeting evolving user, market or technology needs.
The special section "Software Diversity-Modeling, Analysis and Evolution" provides an in-depth overview of existing techniques and tools for the modeling, implementation, analysis, and evolution of diverse systems. This introductory article reviews the state of the art in diverse systems modeling at the requirements, design and implementation level. It provides an overview of quality assurance approaches for diverse systems and discusses support for the evolution of diverse systems. Additionally, it reviews organizational and economical aspects concerning diverse systems development. Finally, the articles contained in this special section-each of which covers one particular aspect in diverse systems development-are introduced and put into the general context. This introductory article is partly based on a previous state-of-the-art survey [190] .
Variability modeling of diverse systems
Managing variability involves understanding the required and desired variability of diverse systems and depends strongly on the software development practices in a particular environment. Variability can either be an emergent or a planned property of software systems resulting from diverse decisions made by architects and developers to address different user requirements. Experience shows that knowledge about variability is mostly tacit in nature (and often documented "only in the heads of the developers") and affects not only code, but also other kinds of development artifacts like documentation, test cases, configuration settings, etc.
Variability knowledge is typically made explicit by descri bing it in models. The process of documenting and defining the variability of a system, with the goal to make the tacit knowledge in the heads of different stakeholders available, is known as variability modeling [57] . Variability models define the commonalities and variability of a system's artifacts with organization-specific and domain-specific properties and dependencies. They capture the possible variants together with constraints and dependencies. Variability models can cover a system's problem space (stakeholder needs and desired features) and its solution space (architecture and components of the technical solution).
Problem space variability (also known as product line variability [164] ) is relevant to the domain and needs to be understood by domain experts utilizing the model, e.g., for configuring products. Variability models therefore define the available set of choices and the relationships among these.
Solution space variability (also referred to as software variability [164] ) means the variability of diverse reusable artifacts, such as architectural elements, components, test cases, or documents. Managing variations at different levels of abstraction and for diverse development artifacts is a daunting task, especially when the systems supporting various products are very large, as is common in industrial settings [31] . Mappings between the problem space and the solution space are important when configuring and assembling a product based on customers' requirements. Establishing traceability between the two spaces is also a prerequisite for automation [65] .
Numerous approaches have been proposed for variability modeling, mainly in the domain of software product lines (SPL) [54, 181] . Some surveys on particular variability modeling/management approaches exist, most notably on feature-oriented variability modeling [30, 51, 200] and on decision-oriented variability modeling [198] . Some more general surveys discuss a particular selection of approaches, e.g., [48, 202] .
In this section, we focus on problem space variability modeling approaches and, in particular, discuss feature-oriented and decision-oriented variability modeling as the two most prominent approaches. Solution space variability will be covered in the next section.
Feature-oriented variability modeling
Feature modeling is currently the most widely used approach for modeling variability. In general, a feature model captures Fig. 1 Simplified feature model example inspired by the mobile phone industry taken from [30] stakeholder visible characteristics and aspects of a system, such as functional features of individual products (that might be built based on the variability model) as well as software quality attributes of both the system and the individual products to provide an overview of a system's capabilities. Starting from feature-oriented domain analysis (FODA [120] ), the feature-oriented view of product lines has already gone far beyond variability modeling and system documentation. Today numerous variants of feature-based variability modeling tools and techniques are available (see [30] for an extensive list). Several authors have also proposed different formal interpretations of feature models, e.g., [24, 199] . Most feature models can be translated into one large formula. Each valid assignment of the formula then corresponds to a legal configuration. Hence, the feature model (and the corresponding formula) "globally" describes the set of all legal configurations. The task of configuring a feature model is directly related to the problem of satisfying the formula. We can distinguish feature models based on the type of logic that is required to represent their semantics. For instance, Boolean feature models can be represented with propositional logic.
A feature model represents the information of all possible products of a diverse system (e.g., a SPL) in terms of features and relationships among them [30] . A feature model is represented as a hierarchically arranged set of features composed by (i) relationships between a parent (or compound) feature and its child features (or sub-features); (ii) cross-tree (or cross-hierarchy) constraints that are typically inclusion or exclusion statements such as, "if feature F is included, then features A and B must be included too", or that "A and B are mutually incompatible". In the general case these constraints can be arbitrary logical clauses, e.g., feature m implies [feature n or (feature p and feature q)]. Figure 1 depicts a simplified feature model [30] inspired by the mobile phone industry. The example illustrates features used to specify and build software for mobile phones. The software loaded in the phone is determined by the features that it supports. According to the model, all phones must include support for calls and display information in either a basic, color, or high-resolution screen. Furthermore, the software for mobile phones may optionally include support for GPS and multimedia devices such as camera, MP3 player or both of them.
Feature models are used in different scenarios of software production ranging from model-driven development [214] , feature-oriented programming (FOP) [24] , software factories [91] , to generative programming [59] . There are different feature model languages. We refer the reader to [200] for a detailed survey on the different feature model languages.
Decision-oriented variability modeling
Decision modeling approaches [198] are a rather large family of approaches that exists nearly as long as feature-oriented modeling. Similar to the role which the FODA report [120] plays in the context of feature-based variability management most-if not all-existing decision modeling approaches have been influenced by the Synthesis method [45] . Decisions were defined as "actions which can be taken by application engineers to resolve the variations for a work product of a system in the domain" [45] . Many other researchers have also actively been publishing their research results in this area (see [198] for an overview).
Decisions are often represented as questions with a defined set of possible answers. Products are derived from a decision model by setting values to the decisions, e.g., through answering questions and following the sequence defined by the decisions' dependencies. One can say, from a historic point of view, that while the main purpose of feature models is domain analysis, the main focus of decision models is supporting derivation and configuration of products [57, 187, 188] . The set of values possible for a decision is defined by its data type, e.g., Boolean (answer to question can be yes or no), enumeration/set (users can select from a set of possible answers), number (users can set a number as an answer), or string (users can set a text as an answer). Answering a question (and thereby selecting one or more possible values) sets a value on a decision. All decision modeling approaches allow creating dependencies among decisions. In the simplest approaches decisions can only lead to setting other decisions [21] . Other approaches allow rather complex combinations of formulas and conditions as a basis for determining the restrictions in making decisions [65] or explicitly support set-based descriptions [196] . Table 1 depicts a decision model for the previously presented mobile phone example in a tabular notation. Different from the feature model depicted in Fig. 1 , mandatory features are not modeled at all.
The different decision modeling approaches address the relationship of decisions to the reusable artifacts in a system in different ways. Decisions are either referenced from the artifacts [45, 196] or they reference artifacts themselves [21] .
Diversity in system design
Approaches to manage diversity at the design level handle solution space variability (or software variability [164] ). Their main purpose is to represent the variability at the level of the product artifacts, such as architectural models, behavioral models, or test suites. In this section, we review syntax-oriented concepts to represent variability in the solution space. In particular, we focus on architectural variability modeling which is perceived as essential for modeling complex diverse systems. As an alternative to the variability modeling approaches presented here, the paper by Jörges et al. [117] presents a constraint-based approach to represent product line variability where all possible variants satisfying the constraints are synthesized from a given set of artifacts.
Solution space variability
Two main approaches [223] to modeling solution space variability of SPL exist: -annotative approaches or superimposed variants [58] representing negative variability-all variants of the product line are included within the same model. -compositional approaches representing positive variability-features are modeled as formal entities, possibly as refinements to a core architecture.
Superimposed variants are a monolithic representation of a system. They allow a fine-grained representation of the differences among product variants. The key problem with superimposed variants, however, is that they lack modularity and are, thus, susceptible to scalability problems. Compositional approaches rely on breaking the SPL into appropriate modules. The key disadvantage of the compositional approaches is their expressiveness: they do not deal with the removal and non-monotonic modification of behavior when features are selected. In order to allow a modular, but yet flexible and expressive notion of variability, there also exist transformational approaches. In these works, variability is represented by transforming a base model to obtain a product variant.
Annotative approaches Annotative variability modeling approaches consider one model representing all products of the product line. This model is sometimes also called 150 %-model. Variant annotations, e.g., using UML stereotypes [90] or presence conditions [58] , define which parts of the model have to be removed to derive a concrete product model. Dependencies are often defined using the UML constraint language Object Constraint Language (OCL). Similarly, decision maps in KobrA [21] define which parts of the product artifacts have to be modified for certain products.
For behavioral models captured by variants of standard modeling formalisms, such as LTS, CCS, automata, Petri Nets and so forth, variability is generally represented by labels on transitions in the models. The labels express variability in different ways, from coarse-grained to fine-grained:
-must or may Must-transitions express behavior common to all variants, and may-transitions express behavior which may not always be present [77, 140, 141] . -a feature name [53] , indicating the presence of the transition whenever of the given feature is selected. -an application condition [58, 193] , which is a predicate over features and, thus, corresponds to a set of sets of features (or equivalently a set of feature configurations [143] ), defining precisely which feature configurations the transition belongs to.
Modal transition systems (MTS) [142] are labelled transition systems with must-and may-transitions. The former Fig. 2 Variability of a use case diagram for mobile phones specified by an OVM [181] transitions represent the commonality and the latter the variability of a SPL within the same model at a coarse level of abstraction. Fischbein et al. [77] propose using MTS instead of ordinary labelled transition systems for modeling SPL since MTS are more suited for the refinement of models of SPL and provide a suitable definition of conformance. Larsen et al. [140, 141] , who co-invented MTS, and collaborators independently applied MTS (specified via modal I/O automata) to modeling SPL. Variability is not modeled directly as in feature models, but implicitly via so-called variability models, which are actually behavioral models of the environment. In one approach, configuration of a SPL amounts to finding a suitable refinement of the variability model [140] . In the other approach, configuration is achieved via composition with selected variability models, where the variability models can in addition ignore transitions not relevant for the given variant. The results of this line of research culminated in Nyman's PhD thesis [175] .
In a series of papers [18, 19, 74, 75] , the MTS approach is combined with deontic logic to specify SPL. The superimposed behavior of the product line is specified by an MTS as before, and an extended version of the classical Hennessy-Milner logic is developed for reasoning about MTSs [18, 19] . This logic employs a deontic interpretation for reasoning about permitted and obliged behavior, which is used to express both feature model and behavioral constraints in the same framework.
Classen et al. [53] model a product line as a single labelled transition system in a formalism known as feature transition systems (FTS). In this model, transitions are labelled with the single feature they correspond to. Transitions are ordered to deal with the situation when two or more features are selected and some transition should override another. PL-CSS [92] is an extension of CCS with a variant operator to represent a family of processes. The variant operation expresses a choice based on which variant is selected. For a given run, a consistent choice is made each time the choice operator is encountered.
Feature Petri Nets [169] label Petri net transitions with application conditions, which are propositional formulae over features corresponding to the set of feature combinations for which the transition is valid. Application conditions provide a convenient syntactic approach for avoiding a blowout in the labels used. Dynamic Feature Petri Nets are also considered. In this model feature configurations can change at run-time.
The orthogonal variability model introduced by Pohl et al. [181] captures the variability of product line artifacts in a variability model that is separated from the artifact model. Orthogonal variability models consist of variation points (description of existing differences), variants (different possibilities to satisfy a variation point), variability dependencies (possible choices, i.e., alternative, optional, mandatory), and constraint dependencies (constraints on variant selection, i.e., requires and excludes). Explicit links are drawn between variants and elements in concrete system models (e.g., UML class or use case diagrams). If a variant is not selected, the associated model elements are removed. Hence, the OVM approach is an instance of annotative variability modeling. Figure 2 shows how the variability of a use case diagram of the mobile phone example from the previous section can be specified using OVMs where the triangles labeled VP denote variation points and the rectangles labeled V denote associated variants that are related to specific use cases.
Compositional approaches Compositional approaches associate model fragments with product features that are composed for a particular feature configuration. In [102, 171, 223] , variant models are constructed by aspect-oriented composition. Similarly, Jörges et al. [117] employ hierarchical modeling as an aspect-oriented mechanism for specifying variability. Noda and Kishi [171] combine class diagrams and state charts into one aspect. Aspects are then composed to generate specific model variants. Heidenreich and Wende [102] distinguish between collaborative features that are added to specific points in a base model and aspectual features that have to be applied multiple times to the base model.
StateCharts have been used as a modular design framework for highly entangled software components [185] ; techniques have been developed for merging such specifications [170] . Also in [67] , model fragments are merged to provide the variability model of a product line.
Harhurin and Hartmann [99] employ a service-oriented approach [156] for specifying SPL and reasoning about feature interactions, focusing on consistency of the specification, formalized in terms of Broy's foundational framework [40] .
Feature-oriented model-driven development (FOMDD) [214] combines FOP with the principles of model-driven engineering. Model fragments that are associated with single product features are encapsulated into feature modules. In a feature module, modeling elements can be added or refined. For a particular feature configuration, the respective feature modules are composed by adding and refining elements following the principles of stepwise refinement [27] . Apel et al. [12] apply model superposition to compose model fragments which is similar to FOMDD [214] without the explicit refinement statements. Model superimposition considers models with a hierarchical structure that is preserved when models are composed. FeatureAlloy [15] , an extension of the modeling language Alloy, supports collaboration-based design, step-wise refinement and feature composition, and, thus, represents a formal modeling language analogous to the programming languages used in feature-oriented development.
Transformations Apart from positive and negative variability representations, model transformations are used for capturing system diversity. The common variability language (CVL) [100] , for instance, represents the variability of a base model by rules describing how modeling elements of the base model have to be substituted to obtain a particular product model. In [113] , graph transformation rules capture the variability of a single kernel model comprising all commonality.
The constraint-based approach described in [116] employs a configurable model transformation to obtain a specific product model from a hierarchical model representing a system family.
Delta modeling [49, 193] is a modular approach to represent system variability via transformations. A diverse set of systems is represented by a designated core model and a set of model deltas explicitly specifying changes to the core model to obtain other system variants. In order to generate a particular product model for a given feature configuration, the model deltas that have to be applied for this feature configuration are selected and applied one-by-one to the core model. The result is a product model realizing the particular feature configuration.
Architectural variability
A particular focus on the development of diverse systems is the representation of variability in the software architecture, since the architecture is perceived as a central element in the development process. For modeling architectural variability, all three types of variability modeling are used. For instance, in [152] , the variability modeling language (VML) specializes the ideas of OVM for architectural models constituting an annotative approach. Also for UML component diagrams, UML stereotypes [90, 227] or presence conditions [58] can be used to model variable parts of the architecture.
Compositional approaches for capturing architectural variability usually capture variations of the architecture by selecting particular component variants. Plastic partial components [178] model component variability inside the components by extending partially defined components with variation points and associated variants. Variants can be cross-cutting or non-cross-cutting architectural concerns that are composed with the common component architecture by weaving mechanisms that have to be specified by the component designer. However, in this approach variants cannot contain variable components.
The Koala component model [221] is a first approach aiming at hierarchical variability modeling combining the variability representation with the hierarchical component structure. In Koala, the variability of a component is described by the variability of its sub-components. The selection among different sub-component variants is realized by switches that are used as designated components. Via explicit diversity interfaces, information about selected variants is communicated between sub-components and super-components to configure the switches to select a specific sub-component variant. Diversity interfaces and switches in Koala can be understood as concrete language constructs targeted at the implementation level to express variation points and associated variants. Hierarchical variability modeling for SPL [96] generalizes the ideas of the Koala component model to a design level. It abstracts from the concrete language constructs used in Koala. Instead, it provides a general metamodel that integrates component variability and component hierarchy to foster component-based development of diverse systems during architectural design.
On the architectural level, several transformational approaches for variability modeling provide a modular, but still expressive mechanism. In [160] , a resemblance operator is provided that allows creating a component that is a variant of an existing component by adding, deleting, renaming, or replacing component elements. The old and the new component can be used together to build further components. Hendrickson and van der Hoek [106] use change sets containing additions and removals of components and component connections that are applied to a base line architecture. Relationships between change sets specify which change sets may be applied together. However, the order in which change sets are applied cannot be explicitly specified. Conflicts between change sets have to be resolved by excluding the conflicting combination using a relationship and providing a new change set covering the combination. This may lead to a combinatorial explosion of change sets to represent all possible variants.
-MontiArc [94, 95] applies the ideas of delta modeling to architecture description languages. A family of software system architectures is represented by a designated core architecture comprising hierarchically structured components that communicate via connected ports. Architectural deltas modify the core architecture to realize the architecture of other system variants. A delta can add or remove components, ports, and connections and modify components by changing their internal structure. In order to obtain the architecture of a particular system variant, a subset of the architectural deltas is selected and the specified modifications are applied to the core architecture. In -MontiArc, the subset of deltas that are necessary for a particular system variant have to be provided explicitly. An ordering between the different deltas can be defined capturing essential dependencies between deltas to ensure that the generated architectures are well-defined.
-MontiArc provides a modular and expressive language to represent variant-rich distributed architectures, such as function nets in the embedded systems domain or service-oriented architectures in cloud computing environments.
Mapping problem and solution space
When modeling variability, features, or decisions are just (problem space) abstractions of the variability realized in real development artifacts. Understanding how features or decisions (or other problem space constructs) map to artifacts in the solution space is, thus, essential for the design of diverse systems. In practice, a wide range of mapping techniques are used. They typically relate decisions or features to variation points (locations in artifacts where variability occurs). Schmid and John [196] provide a set of artifact-notation-independent primitives for expressing variability in artifacts, such as optionality, alternative, set selection, and value reference. Some approaches associate artifacts with inclusion or application conditions (e.g., [49, 58, 65, 101, 193] ), and some associate features or decisions with the artifacts to be included (e.g., [21] ). Other variability modeling approaches define a separate artifact model, which exposes artifact abstractions to the decision or feature model (e.g., DOPLER [65] and pure::variants [186] ). FOSD [10] research has looked into different approaches of representing variability in artifacts, including conditions as annotations on product elements or artifact composition. Particularly flexible is the loose programming approach [139] , a concrete realization of constraint-based variability modeling and constraint-driven product synthesis.
Diversity in implementation
For diversity on the implementation level, we can distinguish the same three approaches to support variability and code reuse that we have seen on the modeling and design level.
First, annotative approaches mark the source code of the whole product line with respect to product features and remove marked code depending on the feature configuration. Prominent instances of annotative variability on the code level are conditional compilation, frames [23] , and Colored Featherweight Java [122] .
Second, compositional approaches assemble product implementations from code fragments associated with the product features. Most of these approaches rely on advanced program modularization techniques developed in the objectoriented programming paradigm, such as mixins [38] , traits [34] , or aspects [127] . In this section, we survey these and other object-oriented extensions that enhance the standard object-oriented class-based inheritance mechanisms to deal with diversity of software (we refer the reader to [69, 165, 209] for an insightful review of the limitations of class-based object-oriented languages).
Third, as an extension of the compositional implementation approaches, delta-oriented programming [194] instantiates the ideas of delta modeling [49, 193] to the implementation level, constituting a transformational implementation technique that we discuss at the end of this section.
Mixins [38] were proposed as a solution to limitations and problems of class-based single and multiple inheritance. A mixin (a class definition parametrized over the superclass) can be viewed as a function that takes a class as a parameter and derives a new subclass from it. The same mixin can be applied to many classes (this operation is known as mixin application), obtaining a family of subclass-es with the same set of methods added and/or redefined. Since a subclass can be implemented before its superclass has been implemented, mixins remove most of the dependencies of the subclass on the superclass. Mixins have become a focus of active research in many communities and contexts: software engineering [76, 203] , programming language design [8, 38, 82, 220] , module systems [7, 111] , and distributed mobile code applications [32] . While mixins solve many problems encountered with multiple inheritance, their "linearization" strategy may still pose obstacles to code reuse.
Differently from class-based languages, object-based languages use object composition and delegation as mechanism for reuse code (see, e.g., [9, 47, 78, 215] ). Every object has a list of parent objects: when an object cannot answer a message it forwards it to its parents until there is an object that can process the message. However, run-time type errors ("message-not-understood") can arise when no delegates are able to process the forwarded message [222] and also combining delegation with a static type discipline poses some problems [130] . In [33] , a language is presented for incomplete objects (instances of abstract classes), providing object composition, dynamic method redefinition, and delegation. All these operations are type safe, and possible ambiguities due to method name clashing are checked statically. The object-based paradigm seems to be more appropriate to write components that can be reused and customized in a dynamic way, at runtime. However, behaviors that are chosen at run-time always introduce an overhead, which is not ideal in situations where the diversity of software can and must be decided statically (e.g., as in many SPL).
In [34] , a novel approach to the development of SPL is presented that provides flexible code reuse with static guarantees. The main idea is to overcome the limitations of classbased inheritance with regard to code reuse by replacing it with trait composition. A trait [69] is a set of methods, independent from any class hierarchy. In [34] , class-based inheritance (which limits the possibilities for composing products from building blocks in an arbitrary way) is ruled out and classes are built only by composition of traits, interfaces, and records. Thus, the concepts of types, state, and behavior are separated into different and orthogonal linguistic concepts (interfaces, records and traits, respectively) which become the reusable building blocks that can be assembled into classes to be reused in several products of a product line.
All the aforementioned approaches have limitations with regard to expressing features that involve multiple different classes or objects. The notion of a crosscutting concern has been introduced to address that. This notion has been popularized in the field of aspect-oriented programming [127] , as a way to compose advices into methods, where single pieces of advice can potentially end up in multiple different methods of different classes; pointcuts are used as a declarative means to identify the places where to introduce such advice. The issues involved in crosscutting concerns had already been addressed to different degrees in other approaches as well. For instance, layering of class definitions was proposed in Smalltalk, primarily for testing different implementation variations of a system [89] . Subjective objects [204] were introduced to an object-based language, where method dispatch is influenced by the object (subject) from which a message originates, and can potentially affect several different receiver objects in different delegation chains.
Mixin layers [203] were introduced to group mixins into layers that can then be applied to a class hierarchy in concert. This gives rise to a notion of feature-oriented programming [27] which allows implementing diverse systems by complementing class-based inheritance by class refinement. A feature module contains class definitions and class refinements. A class refinement can modify an existing class by adding new fields/methods by wrapping code around existing methods or by changing the superclass. Mixin layers and feature-oriented programming not only share concepts and ideas with aspect-oriented programming, but also show some differences. Most prominently, feature-oriented programming provides support for heterogeneous crosscutting concerns, while aspect-oriented programming provides support for homogeneous crosscutting concerns. The distinction between heterogeneous and homogeneous crosscutting concerns was introduced in [56] , and the implications of that difference, together with a suggestion of a unified approach, is discussed in [11] . Context-oriented programming [110] was introduced as a way to provide dynamic composition of heterogeneous crosscutting concerns, employing a dynamically scoped discipline for layer activation and deactivation.
Delta-oriented programming [194] is an extension of feature-oriented programming that aims at providing a flexible modular approach for implementing SPLs. It relies on the notion of program deltas [192, 193] that was first introduced in [151] to describe the modifications of object-oriented programs. The implementation of a product line in delta-oriented programming is organized into a core module and a set of delta modules. Delta modules specify changes of the core module to implement products. A delta module can add classes, remove classes, or modify classes by changing the class structure. Delta modules have application conditions attached to define for which feature configuration the specified modifications are to be carried out. Thus, in order to generate the product implementation for a feature configuration, the modifications of the respective delta modules are applied to the core module.
Quality assurance for diverse systems
Diversity in systems necessarily entails an additional degree of complexity, which makes ensuring system quality more difficult. Variability is the root of increased complexity, as not all properties of a system are preserved across all variants. Thus, any analysis needs to take such variability into account. Scalable techniques exploiting modularity, compositionality, incrementality, and reuse of formal artifacts are desirable.
Key challenges for the quality assurance of diverse systems include -scalability of the techniques involved; -lifting, where possible, analyses to the level of the entire system family, avoiding to have to generate all instances of the system in order to perform the checks [184] ; and -developing expressive and convenient languages for expressing properties modulo variability.
Kishi and Noda [129, 172] remark that reuse techniques should be applied to verification artifacts and that they should be organized in the same way that other core assets of a product line are.
Feature model analysis
Feature model analysis [25] aims, among other things, to find inconsistencies in feature models, such as whether a feature model has any satisfying configurations. A comprehensive survey of feature model analysis appeared recently [30] , covering topics such as whether a feature model has any instances and whether a (partial) selection of features conforms to the feature model. Recent work has focused on the modularity and views of feature models [1, 50, 112] , evolution of feature models [6, 61, 87, 88, 201, 213] and linking feature models with other artifacts, such as software architectures [189] , models [58] and code [60] .
Type systems and static analysis
The goal of type checking the code base of a diverse system family is to ensure that all configurations are type safe, up to the degree of type safety provided by the base language, without having to actually generate each configuration. Other static analysis techniques check for other deficiencies, without ensuring complete type safety.
For programming languages with constructs designed specifically for building diverse systems such as SPL, the challenge of developing type systems and other static analyses has only recently been taken up. Thaker et al. [211] describe an informally specified approach to the safe composition of SPL that guarantees that no reference to an undefined class, method or variable will occur in the resulting products. The approach is presented modulo variability given in the feature model and deals especially with the resulting combinatorics. Lightweight Feature Java (LFJ) [63] provides a formal model of this approach.
An alternative approach is Featherweight Feature Java (FFJ) [14] , although for this system type checking occurs only on the generated product. More recent work [13] refines the work on FFJ, expressing the code refinements into modules rather than as low-level annotations, and type checking works at the level of product lines. Colored Featherweight Java [122] , which employs a notion of coloring of code analogous to but more advanced than #ifdefs, lifts type checking from individual products to the level of the product line and guarantees that all generated products are type safe.
Recent work addresses non-monotonic refinement mechanisms that can remove or rename classes and methods. Kuhlemann et al. [135] approach the problem using a SAT solver for an appropriate encoding of the problem, whereas Schaefer et al. [191] generate detailed dependency constraints for checking delta-oriented SPL.
A number of static analysis techniques have been developed for the design models or code of SPL. Heidenreich [103] describes techniques for ensuring the correspondence between solution space models and problem space models which is realized in the FeatureMapper tool. In this tool, models are checked for well-formedness against their metamodel. Similarly, Czarnecki and Pietroszek [58] provide techniques for ensuring that no ill-structured instance of a feature-based model template will be generated from a correct configuration.
Language independent frameworks [16, 123] operate at the product line level for reference checking-checking which dependencies are present and satisfied-and for checking syntactic correctness.
Abstract delta modeling [49] is an abstract framework for describing conflicts between code refinements and conflict resolution in the setting of delta-oriented programming. The DECIMAL tool [177] performs a large variety of consistency checks on SPL requirements specifications, in particular, when a new feature is added to an existing system.
Feature interaction analysis
Feature interaction is a long studied topic in the area of telecommunications systems, the goal of which is to determine whether combinations of features cause unwanted or unexpected behavior. Often, features are developed in isolation and, when multiple features are added into the same product, interactions may occur. Generally, these are modifications of feature behavior compared with when features operate in isolation. Two surveys covering the topic up to 2002 exist [43, 125] . Some of the major research challenges include cheaply predicting when feature interactions may possibly occur, detecting precisely which feature interactions do occur, and resolving those [43] . Formal approaches to feature interaction rely on a specification of features in some logic and feature interaction amounts to an incon-sistency or unsatisfiability test, a deadlock, non-determinism, or the failure of some other safety or liveness property [115, 206] . Model checking approaches often consider single features specified in isolation and check those pairwise for interactions [15, 44, 179] . One particularly interesting recent approach relies on so-called conflict-tolerant features [68] . This approach provides a methodology and formal framework for avoiding conflicts due to feature interaction and for ensuring that the composition mechanism selects the appropriate features via a priority-based scheme.
Model checking
Most approaches applying model checking to product lines extend existing analysis techniques to deal with optional behavior. Compositional model checking of SPL involves representing the behavior of features, e.g., as an LTS or state machine. For each property of a feature, constraints on interface states that composed features must satisfy can be generated [35, 147] . CTL can be used as a property specification language and three-valued model checking is used to ensure open verification [149] . Different programming language composition mechanisms, such as collaborationbased designs [79, 146] and cross-cutting (aka aspects) features [131, 148] have also been experimented with.
Thang [212] addresses the feature interaction problem using open incremental model checking considering models, where overriding incremental updates to models is possible. Liu et al. [150] propose an incremental, compositional model checking technique for the composition of features that computes and manages variation point obligations, and enables the reuse of verification artifacts when a new product is composed, where possible, only requiring re-verification when the obligations are not met. Guelev et al. [93] present criteria for checking when adding new features violates important properties of a system, which are computationally simpler than rechecking the system with the new feature added.
Model checking has also been applied to superimposed variants formalisms. Properties of Classen et al.'s FTS [53] are specified and checked using LTL. Safety properties that hold for the entire model are guaranteed to hold for all generated properties, and violations of a property result in a counterexample trace along with the products that violate the property. A version of the modal-μ calculus is used to reason about PL-CSS expressions [92] . The semantics of the formula presented is particularly interesting: rather than simply stating whether a formula is true or false, the semantics gives the set of variants for which the formula is true.
Lauenroth et al. [143] apply CTL model checking to a version of I/O automata where variability information (given by an OVM model [181] ) is associated with transitions. Transitions are contingent on a set of feature configurations, though without loss of generality a single label can be used with an appropriate encoding. Their approach verifies that every valid feature configuration fulfills the specified properties.
In [117] , model checking is used for verifying the consistent specification of variability, e.g., by demanding the absence of any underspecified (i.e., incomplete) variation points, which work in a fully hierarchical fashion along the lines of [205] .
Deductive verification
Deductive verification of a SPL consists of proving that it satisfies certain functional requirements using a program logic, such as Hoare logic [17] or dynamic logic [98] . Perhaps the earliest work on the verification of a diverse system is Fisler and Robert's [81] application of the ACL2 theorem prover [124] to a feature-oriented telecommunications software system. Fisler and Robert highlight the key verification challenge, namely that a SPL can have a number of products exponential in the number of features. The approach verifies features in isolation, as open systems, and employs a lightweight analysis to determine which properties remain valid when features are composed into products-this is the standard feature interaction issue. They also recognize that features are often implemented as cross-cutting modules employing invasive composition [20] ; thus modules are less cohesive and violate standard assumptions required for modular verification.
Batory and Börger [26] propose the composition of proofs for conservative system extensions. The verification technique combines abstract state machines and the AHEAD methodology and depends on the traceability of extended program elements, associated theorems, and proof structures, implying the need for proof management systems in the ultimate tool chain.
Poppleton [183] propose a correctness-by-construction approach for product lines, wherein features are represented as Event-B models which undergo successive refinement from specification to implementation. Refinement proofs ensure that properties of each feature are preserved. Also the constraint-based variability modeling framework of [117, 195] , where product variants are synthesized automatically from abstract specifications, creates products that are correct by construction.
Delta-oriented slicing [41] was introduced to reduce the deductive verification effort across a SPL, combining techniques such as proof slicing [224] and proof reuse [29] . The technique conservatively infers which specifications remain valid for a newly generated product and which have to be re-proven.
A few works (in particular [42, 80] ) identify a number of shortcomings with existing approaches and challenges to be addressed in the future before scalable verification of diverse systems becomes a reality: -Verification conditions explode (exponentially) due to variability. They should not be expressed as case distinctions in specifications, but must be addressed with compositional techniques and proof reuse. -Formalizations of richer notions of composition are required to capture the wide variety of software composition techniques. -The specification of behavioral constraints needs to be rich enough to enable modular verification. -Techniques are required for determining when adding code fragments introduces (un)desirable properties into a system and, thus, invalidate existing proofs.
Testing and run-time verification
Another approach to quality assurance is testing [159] . A survey of testing in SPL engineering is presented in [136] . The key goal of this research is to make test suites more effective and less costly. Muccini and van der Hoek [167] provide a set of challenges and opportunities for the problem of testing SPL architectures. In general, testing can be made more effective by reducing the combinatorics, by either reusing test cases for different feature configurations, by detecting when certain tests subsume other tests, or by determining which features or feature combinations a certain test is not applicable to. Pohl and Metzger [182] provide a general overview of the area and several principals for approaching product line testing. Cohen et al. [55] provide formal techniques for assessing the coverage and adequacy of test suites. Kang et al. [121] provide a basis for a formal framework for product line test development linking product line concepts to testing concepts to provide a systematic way for deriving product line tests.
Specification-based testing approaches of SPL have also been proposed, exploiting, for example, reuse of test cases [119] , and incremental refinement of test suites to match the selected feature configuration [216] . An alternative approach reduces the number of tests by determining which features are not relevant for a particular test case, so the number of configurations to which that test case applies is reduced [128] . Oster et al. [176] employ combinatorial testing which tests a subset of all possible products in the product line.
Evolution of diverse systems
When developing large software-intensive systems, engineers often get to a point where criteria like maintainability, traceability, and consistency get increasingly important for effective development, while they are increasingly hard to keep at a certain level. This problem is directly related to the increasing complexity of an evolving system [144] .
Diverse systems are typically very complex systems that are used for many years and are inevitably subject to continuous evolution. Methodologies and guidelines are needed that assist software engineers in making well-founded choices with respect to different types of evolution (such as those defined in [62] ). Various researchers summarize research challenges arising from software evolution, e.g., van Deursen et al. [217] and Mens et al. [163] .
Depending on the type of system and the modeling language used for its representation different strategies for evolution have to be applied. For instance, Mens and D'Hondt [162] aim to support software evolution of UML-based models. For other types of modeling languages, there is currently little support for their evolution and many research challenges remain [217] . Several authors address the evolution of particular types of models and focus on special challenges in this context. Examples are the evolution of reactive systems [168] , software architectures [86] and workflow descriptions [46, 138] , e.g., based on domain-specific languages [83, 118] and domain-specific modeling [39, 126, 155] .
When evolving software, in particular when doing so with model-based techniques, one has to consider the consistency of the models. One potential approach to this challenge is to strive to preserve consistency among models, as suggested, e.g., by Engels et al. [73] . Such consistency-preserving techniques, however, only work under certain restrictive assumptions, which can become unrealistic in practice. When dealing with multiple views, multiple stakeholders, and very large, diverse systems, one quickly reaches a situation where the presence of inconsistencies has to be accepted and dealt with [174] . The one-thing approach [153] , which supports an extreme style of model-driven design [134, 154] , and has been realized within the jABC modeling framework [207] , has been specifically designed for this purpose.
When dealing with evolution in a modeling context, evolution is not limited to the models themselves. In this sense van Deursen et al. [217] argue that besides the evolution of models (regular evolution), other artifacts and aspects that are affected by evolution are languages and metamodels (metamodel evolution) as well as the infrastructure, code generators, and frameworks (platform evolution). Moreover, it might be necessary to add additional languages (abstraction evolution).
Finding the right granularity for evolution is an art, but essential to make evolution of diverse systems manageable. A popular approach is to support evolution on the level of architectural elements with components as the units of evolution [221] : components are treated as black boxes and their internal structure is thus not a concern for evolution.
When modeling variability among diverse systems and managing the evolution of these systems, techniques for handling and expressing differences between models are helpful, e.g., model comparison [71, 72] , delta models [70, 72] , and change operators [107, 145] . Despite its importance, comparably few publications discuss product line evolution, e.g., [36, 62, 158, 208] . Managing evolution, however, is successcritical, especially in model-based product line approaches to ensure consistency after changes to meta-models, models, and actual development artifacts. Some approaches provide explicit support for particular aspects of product line evolution [64, 66, 104, 117, 137, 157, 161, 195] .
Managing diverse system development
The development of diverse systems can occur in different ways, ranging from a series of single system developments to SPL Engineering [181] . According to Hetrick et al. [108] , the characteristic that distinguishes SPL from previous efforts is predictive versus opportunistic software reuse. Rather than putting general software components into a library in hope that opportunities for reuse will arise, SPL only call for software artifacts to be created when reuse is predicted in one or more products in a well-defined product line.
However, moving from a traditional engineering approach to SPL engineering requires many technical, financial, organizational, process, and market considerations to be addressed [5] . There is no "one-fits-all" approach, and knowledge and experience play an important role when trying to adopt the approach. This section presents an overview of economical, organizational, and process aspects of diverse system development.
Economical aspects
There is a clear need for demonstrating the business performance of product lines, because on the one hand they have the potential to substantially increase productivity, but on the other hand they are commonly associated with long-term strategic planning, initial investment, and long-term payback.
Several economic models and analysis approaches have been proposed to estimate the expected benefits of adopting SPL engineering and the required investment. According to Ali et al. [5] , they differ in the aspects of SPL economics that are taken into consideration, the depth of analysis, and the applied techniques. The authors compare 12 SPL economic models with the goal of helping practitioners decide which model or set of models best serves their needs. The study concludes that modeling SPL economics is a challenging task and there is a clear need for many more empirical studies. The main difficulties concerning the latter are the confidentiality of financial data and lack of support from executives. As an alternative, some researchers use simulation models [85] . Among the directions for future research, Ali et al. [5] mention the need for market-oriented economic models, the identification of cost drivers on finer levels of granularity, as well as the need to evaluate assets from the perspective of their quality attributes to determine whether reuse will result in an economic gain or loss.
Ahmed and Capretz [2] define a research model with seven key business factors (strategic planning, order of entry to the market, brand name strategy, market orientation, relationships management, business vision, and innovation) as independent variables and the SPL business performance as a dependent variable. The authors conclude that carrying out and managing the business of SPL require comprehensive knowledge of and expertise in these key business factors, in addition to the desired level of excellence in software engineering.
A different approach to deal with the upfront investment required for the transition to SPL engineering is presented by Krueger [133] and exemplified in [108] . The idea is to carefully assess how to reuse as much as possible of an organization's existing assets, processes, infrastructure, and organizational structures, and then find an incremental transition approach such that a small upfront investment creates immediate and incremental return on investment.
According to Krsek et al. [132] , Krueger's ideas are useful, but are hard to apply in large financial institutions where commonalities across business unit boundaries need to be exploited. In this context, SPL engineering requires a formal approach simply because of the number and size of divisions within the organization. Krsek et al. emphasize that recovery and benefit allocation mechanisms between business units can present further challenges in corporate organizations. Investment can be either funded centrally by the Chief Executive Officer or Chief Information Officer, and not explicitly recovered, or by a specific business unit or a consortium of business units. Their proposal for the latter case is the adoption of a per-use charging model.
Organizational infrastructure
The organizational dimension of diverse system development deals with the way the organization is able to manage complex relationships between the developed artifacts and the respective employee responsibilities [218] . From the cooperation with several software development organizations applying SPL principles, Bosch [37] identified a number of alternatives to the traditional organizational model consisting of a domain engineering unit and several application engineering units: (1) domain engineering projects and application engineering projects, (2) domain engineering projects, whose project teams consist of members from most business units, such that afterwards each business unit can extend functionality and make the newer version of the shared assets available, (3) specialized domain engineering units that develop and evolve the reusable assets for a subset of the SPL products. According to the author, several factors influence the choice of the organizational model: the size of the product line and the engineering staff, geographical distribution, project management maturity, organizational culture, and the nature of the system family.
Krueger [133] advocates the automatic composition and configuration of different products from the core assets to eliminate, among other problems, the organizational delineation between domain engineering teams and application engineering teams and the consequent "us-versus-them culture".
Ahmed et al. [4] compiled six key organizational factors (organizational structure, culture, conflict management, change management, commitment, and learning) from the literature and carried out a survey with the purpose of understanding the influence of these factors in the institutionalization of SPL engineering within an organization. The empirical results strongly support the hypothesis that all those organizational factors, but conflict management are positively associated with the performance of SPL engineering in an organization.
Ganesan et al. [84] use source code history logs to understand the current development style of the existing products (fixed or dynamic team structure), as well as to identify product experts and commonalities among developers. The authors base their approach on the assumption that the adoption of SPL engineering starts with the assessment of the current status, which includes organizational stability, maturity, staff turnover, domain expertise, and project management maturity.
Processes
Clements and Northrop [54] organize SPL development in three essential macro-activities: core asset development, product development, and management. Core asset development and product development from the core assets can occur in either order: new products are built from core assets, or core assets are extracted from existing products.
In addition, Pohl et al. [181] present a framework with two key SPL engineering processes (domain engineering and application engineering), while Bayer et al. [28] defined a methodology to develop SPL that has been refined, populated (in terms of new methods) and applied in several projects [114, 197] . The methodology is organized in deployment phases, technical components, and support components.
Several strategies for introducing SPL engineering have been reported, e.g., [108, 132, 197, 226] . Yoshimura et al. [226] present a migration process composed of the following activities: estimate economic benefits, redefine the development process, restructure the organization, assess the merge potential, perform merging, and maintain the SPL. Krsek et al. [132] propose a set of relevant processes: define funding, structure the organization, define the product line, manage risks, develop acquisition strategy, and others. Hetrick et al. [108] report a incremental transition composed of four sequential stages: transition of the infrastructure and core assets, transition of the team organization, transition of the development processes, and transition of the validation and quality assurance.
Some authors have worked on the integration of SPL engineering and agile development [22, 97, 166, 173] . Hanssen and Faegri [97] performed a qualitative case study in which they identified three interacting customer-centric software processes: strategic, tactical, and operational. The strategic process has a SPL engineering style and implements long-term strategic plans. The tactical process has the agile development style and seeks to polish, improve, or otherwise simplify to moderate adjustments to the product. The operational process aims at sustaining a good level of satisfaction with the software in its day-to-day use. Mohan et al. [166] performed a secondary data analysis of a case study and identified a set of successful practices in the process that integrates SPL engineering and agile methods, such as selective refactoring and the development of a flexible architecture.
Ahmed and Capretz [3] propose a maturity model for SPL engineering, by building upon the SPL maturity evaluation framework proposed by van der Linden et al. [219] . This framework prescribes four dimensions (business, architecture, process, and organization), and respective assessment models. In [3] , the five levels of maturity for the SPL engineering process are characterized and an assessment approach based on a fuzzy inference system is proposed.
Summary and overview of special section
In this introductory article, we have reviewed the state of the art in the development of diverse software systems. As we have shown, software diversity impacts all phases of software development, from requirements analysis, over system design and implementation, up to quality assurance and system analysis. Furthermore, we have looked at product line evolution and the particular aspects of managing diverse software systems from an organizational and economic perspective. In this special section, we have collected a number of articles focussing on particular aspects in the development of diverse software systems, providing detailed insights into some areas covered in this introductory article.
The article "Visualization of variability and configuration options" [180] by Pleuss and Botterweck considers the problem space variability expressed by feature models which was reviewed in Sect. 2.1. The authors present an interactive visualization of feature models to support the configuration of product variants by feature selection. Additionally, they provide automatic validation of the selected configurations based on a reasoning engine.
In their article "A constraint-based variability modeling framework" [117] , Jörges et al. present constraint-based variability modeling as a conceptual alternative to structure-oriented variability modeling concepts which we considered in Sect. 2. The authors illustrate constraint-based variability modeling using two approaches: first, constraint-guarded variability modeling where manually selected configuration options are validated by constraint checking, and second, constraint-driven variability modeling, where the actual product variants are obtained by automatic synthesis techniques to satisfy the given constraints.
The article "Revealing and repairing configuration inconsistencies in large-scale software systems" [210] by Tartler et al. focusses on the consistency between problem and solution space variability which we considered in Sect. 3.3. The presented approach derives the variability from Linux configuration models and from the implementation of the Linux kernel and represents both in propositional logic to check that configurable and implemented variability match.
The article "A code tagging approach to software product line development" [109] by Heymans et al. considers the implementation of SPL which is covered in Sect. 4 . The authors propose a code tagging approach to insert variability into the implementation of existing software systems without changing the existing programming paradigms or development processes. Additionally, the tagging approach allows tracing code-level variability to the feature model which can be used for product configuration.
The article "The ABS tool suite: modeling, executing and analysing distributed adaptable object-oriented systems" [225] by Wong et al. mainly concerns the design and implementation of diverse software systems which is reviewed in Sects. 3 and 4. The authors provide an overview of the abstract behavioral specification (ABS) language and tool suite, which is a comprehensive platform for developing highly adaptive, distributed, and concurrent software systems. Using the ABS, system variability is consistently traceable from the requirements level to the object behavior. The analysis capabilities of the associated tool suite range from simulation facilities for debugging to a designated resource analysis.
In their article "Model checking software product lines with SNIP" [52] , Classen et al. focus on the analysis of SPL which was covered in Sect. 5. The authors present the SNIP model checker that takes as input the variability specification of the feature model and the behavioral descriptions of the artifacts used to build the product variants. SNIP then allows efficiently analyzing all possible product variants by exploiting their similarities.
In their article "Facilitating the evolution of products in product line engineering by capturing and replaying configuration decisions" [105] , Heider et al. focus on product line evolution and, in particular, on evolving the products derived from a product line. The continuous evolution of both the reusable artifacts and derived products in product lines is a major challenge in practice as we described in Sect. 6. Heider et al. explore how different types of product line changes influence the derived products and present a toolsupported approach, which facilitates evolution by capturing and replaying configuration decisions.
